Traditional dynamic multiobjective evolutionary algorithms usually imitate the evolution of nature, maintaining diversity of population through different strategies and making the population track the Pareto optimal solution set efficiently after the environmental change. However, these algorithms neglect the role of the dynamic environment in evolution, leading to the lacking of active guided search. In this paper, a dynamic multiobjective evolutionary algorithm based on a dynamic evolutionary environment model is proposed (DEE-DMOEA). When the environment has not changed, this algorithm makes use of the evolutionary environment to record the knowledge and information generated in evolution, and in turn, the knowledge and information guide the search. When a change is detected, the algorithm helps the population adapt to the new environment through building a dynamic evolutionary environment model, which enhances the diversity of the population by the guided method, and makes the environment and population evolve simultaneously. In addition, an implementation of the algorithm about the dynamic evolutionary environment model is introduced in this paper. The environment area and the unit area are employed to express the evolutionary environment. Furthermore, the strategies of constraint, facilitation and guidance for the evolution are proposed. Compared with three other state-of-the-art strategies on a series of test problems with linear or nonlinear correlation between design variables, the algorithm has shown its effectiveness for dealing with the dynamic multiobjective problems.
Introduction
Many real-world problems are dynamic multiobjective optimization problems (DMOPs), with conflicts among multiple objectives as well as objective functions that change over time [1] . Tracking the Pareto optimal solution set after a change is an important and challenging issue. On these issues, the researched objectives often change intricately with time. The goal of the traditional evolutionary algorithms is to make the population gradually converge to get a satisfactory solution set, but this makes the population lose diversity.
Especially, in the later stages of the evolution, the population will gradually lose the ability to adapt to the environmental changes, which is a challenge of the traditional evolutionary algorithms in the dynamic environment [2, 3, 24, 4, 5] .
In order to track the optimal solution set in a timely manner after a change, researchers need to make some adjustments on the traditional static multiobjective algorithms [6, 7, 8, 9] , so that they can quickly respond to the environmental changes.
In recent years, researchers have designed many new ways to solve DMOPs on the basis of static algorithms [10, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] , such as random initialization [12, 25, 26, 18, 17] , hyper mutation [25, 22, 15, 33] , memory [25, 26, 29, 30, 36, 23, 41] , and prediction [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 42, 48, 49] .
These strategies have been proven effective for solving DMOPs; however, they are defective in the following ways. Firstly, random initialization, hyper mutation and dynamic migration strategies are all a blind way to enhance population diversity without a right guidance, and the performance of convergence is unsatisfactory when dealing with complex DMOPs. Secondly, memory strategy reuses the optimal solutions which are previously searched in the previous time to rapidly respond to changes in the new environment. This strategy can achieve good results for periodic problems. However, for non-periodic problems or in the first cycle of the changing environment, population is still in the process of blind evolution. Thus, the algorithm is difficult to obtain a good convergence. Lastly, methods that are based on prediction generate a new optimal solution set by the prediction model for the evolution of the population, and help the algorithm to respond quickly to new changes. However, obtaining accurate predictions remains a primary difficulty. Thus, designing a more accurate prediction model is still a focus of the present research.
To solve these problems, on the premise of less history information and utilizing the characteristics of the evolutionary environment itself, the paper proposes a dynamic multiobjective evolutionary algorithm based on a dynamic environment evolutionary model, referred to as DEE-DMOEA. Current dynamic multiobjective optimization algorithms do not consider the role of the dynamic environment for the evolutionary population. Actually, the effect of the environment on evolutionary individuals is very important, for individuals must survive and evolve in a specific environment. The wonderful interaction between the natural environment and the biology that makes biomass have such a present perfect structure. Therefore, how to research from the perspective of the dynamic environment, using the dynamic environmental knowledge to guide the evolution of population in the new environment to accelerate convergence of the population is the research focus in this paper.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides important terminology. Section 3 describes the dynamic environment evolutionary model. Section 4 describes the implementation of the evolutionary model. Section 5 introduces the test problems and evaluation metrics. Section 6 gives the experimental results and analysis. Section 7 provides the conclusions and future work.
Background
A minimization problem is considered here without loss of generality. The dynamic multiobjective optimization problem [1] can be described as:
. . , f m (x, t)) T s.t. g i (x, t) ≤ 0 i = 1, 2, ..., p; h j = 0 j = 1, 2, ..., q where t is the time variable and x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) is the n-dimensional decision vector bounded by the decision space Ω. F = (f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f m ) presents the set of m objectives to be minimized and the functions of g i ≤ 0 i = 1, 2, . . . , p and h j = 0 j = 1, 2, . . . , q present the set of inequality and equality constraints.
Definition 1 (Pareto Dominance). p and q are any two individuals in the
Definition 2 (Pareto Optimal Set(PS)). x is the decision variable; Ω is the decision space; F is the objective function; thus, the PS [7] is the set of all non-dominated solutions and is defined mathematically as:
Definition 3 (Pareto Optimal Front(PF)
). x is the decision variable; F is the objective function; thus, the PF [7] is the set of non-dominated solutions with respect to the objective space and is defined mathematically as:
Dynamic Environment Evolutionary Model
In ecology, environment refers to external matters such as the surrounding ecosystem which affects biological communities. In our dynamic environment evolutionary model, the environment refers to a group of entities which can guide and promote the evolution of the population. Especially, after environmental changes, it can guide the evolution and convergence of the population in the new environment.
An evolutionary population must survive and evolve in a specific environment. The environment plays constraint, facilitating and guiding roles for the evolution of the population, and these three environmental roles are completely different. Constraint is mainly used to ensure the legitimacy of individuals; facilitating is mainly used to enhance the efficiency of the evolution and improve the distribution of evolutionary population. Guiding is mainly used to help the population adapt to the new environment. At the same time, the evolutionary population is counteractive to the evolutionary environment, which is mainly shown in the impact on the attributes of the evolutionary environment, such as the changes of the current evolutionary state and the update of the environmental knowledge.
In a dynamic environment, how to maintain the diversity of the population after an environmental change is the key to solve DMOPs. When the environment changes, environmental information and knowledge make a difference. Making full use of this information in a dynamic environment to help the population adapt to the new environment plays an important role for solving DMOPs. Environmental constraint before change mainly includes two parts: 1) the satisfaction constraint of the expected solution set, and 2) the distribution constraint of the expected solution set. Environmental constraint mostly reflects on the guidance for the population, that is to say, it can achieve the evolution in the environment by environmental constraint.
Environmental regulation after change means that individuals need to make the corresponding change in order to adapt to the new environment. There are two different kinds of environment exchange information to facilitate and guide the evolution of the population. In return, the population will send the feedback information which is generated in the process of evolution to the environment, updating the environmental knowledge and achieving co-evolution.
The dynamic environmental facilitating and guiding mechanism for the population is the core of DEE-DMOEA, which determines the evolutionary direction of the population and plays a decisive motivational role in the evolution.
The dynamic environmental facilitating mechanism indicates that, when the environment does not change, on the one hand, it promotes the individual accelerated evolution in compliance with environmental satisfaction constraints.
On the other hand, it balances the density of population distribution and expands the range of population distribution in compliance with the environmental distribution constraints. The dynamic environmental guiding mechanism aims to enhance population diversity by guided method according to environmental regulation after change, help population adapt to the new environment, and accelerate the algorithm to quickly track the new Pareto optimal solution set.
Implementation of The Evolutionary Model
Each individual in a dynamic environment has a living space. Here we use a mechanism which is similar to the grid, referred to as the environment
Dynamic environment Dynamic environment
he environment befo f f re change The environment before change
The Bottom and top boundaries of each dimension in the environment domain are calculated as follows:
where num is the number of unit domains on each dimension in the objective space. The higher the objective dimension, the smaller the value of num. For example, num can be set to 40 for two objectives and can be set to 10 for three objectives. When the environment does not change, min(P i ) and max(P i ) denote the minimum and maximum values of the ith objective of population P . While a change is detected, min(P i ) and max(P i ) denote the minimum and maximum values of the ith objective of population P in the two different kinds of environments before and after change, namely min(P.oldF i , P.newF i ) and max(P.oldF i , P.newF i ). As shown in Fig. 3 , the size of unit domain on the ith 
where indiv.oldF i and indiv.newF i are respectively the i-th objective values before and after an environmental change. In Eq. (1) of calculating lb i , min(P i ) and max(P i ) denote the minimum and maximum values of the i-th objective of population P in the two different kinds of environments before and after a change.
The environment domain and unit domain have been set, then the various elements of composing dynamic environment and their implementation will be introduced.
Environmental Knowledge
Environmental knowledge is an important part of the environment, which denotes the information recorded in the current dynamic environment. In our approach, environmental knowledge is divided into two types: the environment do- 
Environmental Constraint
When the environment does not change, survival and evolution of each individual in the environment domain are required to meet the satisfaction constraint; not all offspring generated by evolution can enter the environment domain. Here, we stipulate that the individual in the environment domain must satisfy the following two constraints:
1) Individuals in each unit domain of the environment domain are mutually non-dominated.
2) Unit domains in the environment domain must be mutually domain strong non-dominated. The unit domain here refers to the unit domain containing any individual.
3) The strong dominance relation is stricter than the Pareto dominance. The domain strong dominance relation is defined as follows.
Definition 4 (Domain strong dominance). A and B are any two unit domains in the environment domain; A is said to domain strong dominate B,
Similarly, the domain dominance can be defined as follows:
Definition 5 (Domain dominance). C and D are any two unit domains in
Environmental Evaluation
In a dynamic evolutionary environment model, the evaluation mechanism needs to evaluate not only the fitness of the population, but also the living conditions of the population and individuals according to environmental knowledge, and prepares for guiding evolution. The evaluation mechanism is divided into two types, one is evaluation for the individual, and the other is evaluation for the population. The new guide-individuals are defined by Eq. (4):
where x t k is the individual at time t; k = 1, 2, ..., n; n is the dimensions of the decision space. Gaussian is a random number generated from a standard normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 1, which has been verified in [27] to be a good strategy to enhance the ability of elaborate search. C t k is the center of non-dominated solutions obtained at time t, which can be defined by Eq. (5):
where P t N −dominance is the size of non-dominated solutions. Similarly, the domain coordinates of new guide-individuals are also calculated.
In this way, we use the possible correlation between environmental changes to produce a series of guide-individuals. These individuals will be served as the alternative individuals in the process of environmental facilitating and guiding, to help the population adapt to the new environment and accelerate the convergence of population to the new PF.
Environmental Regulation
In a dynamic environment, different problems have different regulations.
The location and distribution of the population in the new environment domain may not be suitable for its evolution and convergence. Therefore, the population needs to make the corresponding change in order to adapt to the new environment.
As shown in Fig. 4 , just like people's psychological reactions in real life, some individuals want to return to the past environment and continue to survive and evolve, considering that the environment before change is more conducive for evolution. While some individuals do not want to return to the past environment, at the same time they are also confused about where they should go.
Current population

Subpopulation1
Subpopulation2 Subpopulation3
Want to go back Without change Don't want to go back There is also a group of individuals who do not want to make any change, they consider that the current environment is an ideal evolutionary environment.
Therefore, we need to divide the current population into three sub-populations according to the different behavioral characteristics of individuals when the environment changes. Meanwhile, in order to maintain the distribution of subpopulations and avoid crowding the solution set, the three sub-populations need to be more evenly divided. Sub-populations are divided as follows (illustrated by the example of two objectives):
The sizes of three sub-populations are respectively set to num sub1, num sub2
and num sub3 (Initially, for two objectives: 30, 40 and 30; for three objectives:
60, 80 and 60).
For the subpopulation2 which is without any change: we gather directly num sub2 non-dominated individuals whose crowding-distance [44] is the largest from the original population to subpopulation2.
For the subpopulation1 which wants to go back and the subpopulation3 which does not want to go back: Algorithm 1 gives a detailed procedure of this strategy, where the domain-adjacent is defined as follows:
Definition 6 (Domain-adjacent). U and V are any two individuals in the It is worth noting that environmental regulation in this paper is clearly different from the random division of sub-populations such as charged PSO [37] . Environmental regulation considers the characteristics of different subpopulations to adapt to different environmental changes, and at the same time, takes into account the distribution of the solution set, digging and using the environmental knowledge to guide the evolution.
Environmental Facilitating Mechanism
When the environment does not change, on the one hand, the environment facilitating mechanism promotes the individual accelerated evolution in compliance with environmental satisfaction constraints. On the other hand, it balances the density of population distribution and expands the range of population distribution in compliance with environmental distribution constraints. First, we introduce the accelerating action to promote evolution of the population. Classic multiobjective evolutionary algorithms typically recombine by randomly selecting two or more individuals to achieve the evolution of population. However, this simple random selection will be hindered by the evolution to a certain extent. While two different individuals (especially non-dominated individuals) may generate far better offspring than parents which combines advantages of both parents after recombination. In the dynamic environment evolutionary model, we select more efficient individuals to recombine by giving the unit domain a relative fitness assignment. Relative to the unit domain A x1,x2,...,xr , the relative fitness of unit domain B y1,y2,...,yr is given as follows:
where x i and y i are respectively the ith dimensional domain coordinates, and the definition of function Φ is given as follows:
Relative fitness is a relative concept, it does not represent the pros and cons That is to say, the promoting effect of A to C is not obvious. However, the domain coordinates of individual G or H in unit domain Area 3,0 is three units larger than the individual C on the objective f 1 , but two units smaller on the objective f 2 . So, the generated offspring may inherit the different advantages of parents, that is to say, the promoting effect of G or H to C is very powerful. For an individual to be recombined, we first select a unit domain according to the relative fitness by roulette, and then randomly select an individual within this unit to recombine with it. Here, we choose the SBX [38] and DE [39] operators to promote evolution.
Next, we introduce the balancing and expanding action to population distribution. The balancing and expanding action is mainly implemented by domain orientation. Domain orientation refers to generating new individuals in the domain to be oriented, and meet the environmental distribution constraint. Here, we define the domain to be oriented as follows: where x i is the coordinate of the domain to be oriented. According to the above definition, the domains to be oriented in Fig. 6 are Area 2,0 , Area 2,1 and Area 4,0 .
The domain to be oriented needs a corresponding oriented operation. We design the recombination operator as follows. Let U = (u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n ) and
. . , v n ) represent the parent individuals for recombination and n is the dimension of the decision space. Then, the offspring is defined as W =
where a is a random number between 0 to 1. It is not hard to find that w i is located between u i and v i , because most of the multiobjective optimization problems meet the connectivity [40] , that is to say, the solutions that are distributed like neighborhood in the decision space will be also distributed like neighborhood when mapped to the objective space. Therefore, the new generated individual is more likely located in the area between U and V . In addition, we select the individual in the unit domain which is nearest to the domain to be oriented with a larger probability for recombination. For the domain which only has individuals at one end, such as Area 4,0 in Fig. 6 , we select the individual in the unit domain which is nearest to the domain to be oriented and the individual in the other unit domain to recombine.
Environmental Guiding Mechanism
The dynamic environmental guiding mechanism refers to guiding the different sub-populations to evolve toward their desired environments based on the new environmental knowledge and regulation, so that the population diversity is enhanced. Similarly, we use the recombination operator introduced in Section E, but a is a random number between 0.8 to 1. For different sub-populations, the strategy to select parent individuals to be recombined is different:
For the individual sub1 indiv that wants to go back in subpopulation1, firstly, we need to calculate which unit domain coordinates of guide-individuals are located between sub1 indiv.old area i and sub1 indiv.new area i , and then we select the individual that is the closest to sub1 indiv.old area i . If multiple individuals are in the same unit domain, the representative individual in the unit domain is selected.
For the individual sub2 indiv that does not want to make any change in subpopulation2, a recombination operation is not needed. 
Algorithm 2 AdaptiveAdjustment
Require: sub1(subpopulation1), sub2(subpopulation2) sub3(subpopulation3) Meanwhile, in order to better solve some DMOPs with regular changes, the size of three sub-populations is adaptively adjusted. First, the combined population of the three sub-populations is evaluated. We count the non-dominated individuals, and then compare the ratio of number of non-dominated individuals in each sub-population to the size of the subpopulation. For the two subpopulations with smaller ratios, when the environment changes next time, the size of two sub-populations is reduced by 20%, and no longer decreased until its size is less than 10. The size of the subpopulation with the largest ratio will increase accordingly. Algorithm 2 gives a detailed procedure of adaptive adjustment strategy.
In addition, for periodic DMOPs, we introduce the strategy of memory when the environment changes. We store the non-dominated individuals of the current population in the memory pool, non-dominated sort these stored individuals in the memory pool, and select M size optimal individuals which adapt best to the new environment. When the size of memory pool is over twice of the population 
Test Instances and Performance Metrics
Test Instances
In this paper, a series of test problems proposed in [34] with linear or nonlinear correlation between design variables were selected of various DMOOP types [1] to compare the performance. Among them, F1 and F4 are from the FDA test suite [1] , F2 and F3 are from the DMOP test suite [23] , and F5-F10 are newly proposed in [34] . JY1 and JY5 are newly proposed in [51] . F1-F4 are linear correlation between the decision variables, while F5-F10 are nonlinear correlation between the decision variables. Especially, F9 and F10 are more complicated problems, and it is more difficult for an algorithm to converge on them. The details of the ten problems can be found in [34] .
Performance Metrics
Some metrics have been designed for dynamic optimization [45, 47, 46] . In this paper, we introduce the dynamic generational distance (DGD) [23] and inverted generational distance (DIGD) [34] metrics for DMOPs. The DGD and DIGD metrics are defined as follows:
where P F t is a set of uniformly distributed Pareto optimal points in the P F at time t, and P t is the solutions obtained at time
is the distance between v and P t ; T is a set of discrete time points in a run and |T | is the cardinality of T . DGD evaluates convergence of the algorithm. The lower the DGD value is, the better convergence the obtained solution set has.
DIGD is a comprehensive metric to evaluate the convergence and distribution.
A lower DIGD value means that solution set obtained has better convergence and distribution.
Experiments
In this section, DEE-DMOEA will be compared to three other algorithms: the dynamic cooperative-competitive evolutionary algorithm (dCOEA), pro-posed by Goh and Tan [23] , the population prediction strategy using optimization algorithm RM-MEDA [43] (PPS-RM), proposed by Zhou et al. [34] , and the diversity maintenance on prediction, proposed by Ruan et al. [50] . Other parameter settings of the three strategies use the given settings in [23] and [34] .
Since the DEE-DMOEA in this paper needs to consume one time of evaluation in generating guide-individuals and memory pool. To be fair, the algorithm iterations require removing the number of evaluations consumed at every environmental change, and reducing the corresponding number of iterations. Therefore, the frequency of change is set to be τ T = 23 in DEE-DMOEA. We ran each algorithm 20 times for each test instance independently. Each simulation ran for 2500 generations (DEE-DMOEA: 2300 generations) and each strategy was tracked to 100 times of environmental changes. As the dynamic test problems introduced in Section 5 are all period, according to the parameter setting of n T , the environment will change periodically with unequal frequency ranging from 2 to 40. So, in order to discuss the performances of different strategies in each period, the result of the experiment is divided into three stages except for the first environmental change. Each stage tracks to 33 times of environmental changes and its average is taken as the result. The statistical results of DIGD and DGD over 20 runs can be found in Table 1 .
Comparative Study
As can be seen in Table 1 , in terms of comprehensive evaluation, DEE-DMOEA performs better than dCOEA, PPS-RM and DMS on most of the test problems; the mean DIGD in each stage is the smallest and becomes more and more stable. Especially, in the first stage, the metric values are significantly better than the other three algorithms. On F1-F4, where the decision variables are linearly correlated, the mean DIGD of dCOEA is less than that of PPS-RM, but in the later two stages, PPS-RM performs better than dCOEA. On F5- the initial stages, the performance is poor. Along with the periodic changes, the accumulation of historical information could be sufficient to better predict the initial population. Therefore, PPS-RM will stabilize in the latter two stages.
Comparison of Distribution of Final Obtained Population
In order to visually analyze the performance of each algorithm, we choose four typical test problems, F1, F3, F6, and F9, and draw the distribution of final obtained populations of four algorithms for solving them at different time,
shown in Fig. 8 to Fig. 11 . the other three algorithms.
Comparison of DEE-DMOEA-Guide and DEE-DMOEA-Random
In Section 4.3 Environmental Evaluation, we generated some guide-individuals to guide evolution when evaluation was for population. For deeper observation of the role of the part, we use random individuals to replace the guide-individuals.
The algorithm with random individuals is called DEE-dMOEA-Random, and the algorithm with guide-individuals is called DEE-dMOEA-Guide. Fig. 12 shows the IGD trend comparison of DEE-dMOEA-Random and DEE-dMOEA-Guide over the number of changes for 20 runs on FDA1 and F6. On FDA1, it can be seen that the IGD graph of DEE-dMOEA-Guide is below the IGD graph of DEE-dMOEA-Random over most of the changes, especially in the early stage. On F6, the comparison result of IGD trend is similar to FDA1. However, the fluctuation on F6 is larger than FDA1. Overall, the effect of DEE-dMOEA-Guide is better than DEE-dMOEA-Random.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a dynamic multiobjective evolutionary algorithm based on a dynamic environment evolutionary model (DEE-DMOEA) to solve dynamic multiobjective problems. In the proposed algorithm, we build a dynamic environment evolutionary model, which makes use of the dynamic environment to record different knowledge and information generated by population before and after an environmental change, and in turn, the knowledge and information guide the search in the dynamic environment. The model accelerates the convergence speed of population at the static optimization phase and improve the convergence and distribution of the population. Furthermore, it enhances population diversity by guided method when a change is detected, so that the new population can quickly respond to changes in the dynamic environment.
Compared with three other algorithms, DEE-DMOEA has shown faster response to the environmental changes than peer algorithms in solving linear or nonlinear problems, with its solution set having better convergence and diversity. Our future work will be designing a more accurate dynamic environment evolutionary model. Furthermore, our focus in the future will also be the applications of the dynamic multiobjective evolutionary algorithms in practical problems.
